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Generalized Heegaard Floer correction terms

Adam Simon Levine and Daniel Ruberman

Abstract. We make use of the action of H1(Y ) in Heegaard Floer homology to
generalize the Ozsváth-Szabó correction terms for 3-manifolds with standard HF∞,
introducing intermediate d-invariants. We establish the basic properties of these
invariants: conjugation invariance, behavior under orientation reversal, additivity,
and Spinc-rational homology cobordism invariance.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we study a generalized version of the d-invariants, or correction terms,
defined by Ozsváth and Szabó in [21] via gradings in Heegaard Floer theory. These in-
variants — a rational number d(Y, s) associated to each Spinc structure s on a rational
homology 3-sphere Y — have proven to be very useful in low-dimensional topology. The
numbers d(Y, s) are (Spinc) rational homology cobordism invariants; they are the Hee-
gaard Floer analogues of the h-invariants introduced by Frøyshov [6, 7, 8] in the setting of
Yang-Mills or Seiberg-Witten gauge theory. By passing to branched covers or surgery on
a knot K, one derives knot invariants that can be used to elucidate the difference between
smooth and topological knot concordance or bound the smooth 4-genus of a knot; see for
instance [17, 11, 10, 9, 24, 15, 20].

As explained in [21], certain d-invariants can be defined for a 3-manifold Y that is not a
rational homology sphere, as long as the Spinc structure has torsion first Chern class, and
the Floer homology of Y is ‘standard’ in a sense that we will explain below in Section 3.
The simplest such invariant, denoted in the current paper by dbot(Y, s), was introduced
in [21, §9] via an action of H1(Y )/torsion. By computing this invariant for a particular
Spinc structure on a non-trivial oriented circle bundle over an oriented surface, Ozsváth
and Szabó gave a new proof of the Thom conjecture [13], along the lines introduced
in [25]. A recent paper by the authors and S. Strle [14] makes use of dbot(Y, s) and a
‘dual’ invariant dtop(Y, s) to study embeddings of non-orientable surfaces in 4-manifolds.
A key component of that paper is the calculation of these correction terms for a torsion
Spinc structure on a non-orientable circle bundle over a non-orientable surface.

Experts in the field have understood that there should be a more comprehensive theory
of d-invariants, of which dbot and dtop would be special (but important!) cases. We
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provide such a theory in this paper, making use of the action of the exterior algebra
Λ∗(H1(Y )/torsion) to introduce intermediate correction terms d(Y, s, V ) for any subspace
V ⊂ H1(Y )/torsion and torsion Spinc structure s, so long as Y has standard HF∞ (which
is true if the triple cup product on H1(Y ;Z) vanishes identically [16]). We establish the
basic properties of these invariants, including conjugation invariance (Proposition 4.1),
behavior under orientation reversal (Proposition 4.2), additivity under connected sum
(Proposition 4.3), and Spinc-rational homology cobordism invariance (Proposition 4.5);
we also show how they constrain the exoticness of the intersection forms of negative-
definite 4-manifolds bounded by a given 3-manifold (Corollary 4.8). Many of these results
are adapted from [21], but the algebra involved is significantly trickier. We also give an
application to link concordance in Section 5.
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2. Algebraic preliminaries

We begin with some algebraic preliminaries concerning modules over exterior algebras.
Let H be a finitely generated, free abelian group. Let Λ = Λ∗H denote the exterior

algebra of H over Z, which is a graded-commutative ring. For any subspace V ⊂ H , let
IV V denote the (two-sided) ideal in Λ∗H generated by V .

A Λ–module of homological type (resp. cohomological type) is a Q–graded abelian group
M along with an action of Λ on M so that ΛiH takes the part in grading r to the part in
grading r − i (resp. r + i). We write the grading as a subscript (M =

⊕

r Mr) when M
is of homological type and as a superscript (M =

⊕

r M
r) when M is of cohomological

type. All Λ–modules will be assumed to be of either homological or cohomological type.
For any Λ–module M (of homological type) and any subgroup V ⊂ H , let KV (M)

denote the kernel of the action of V on M , i.e.,

KV (M) = {x ∈ M | v · x = 0 ∀v ∈ V }.

The part in grading r is denoted KV
r (M). We write K(M) for KH(M). Note that

KV (M) ∼= HomΛ(Λ/I
V ,M).

Similarly, let QV (M) denote the quotient

QV M = M/(IV ·M) = M ⊗Λ Λ/IV ,

and again denote the part in grading r by QV
r (M). We write Q(M) for QH(M).

The exactness properties of Hom and tensor product imply that KV is a left-exact
functor and QV is a right-exact functor. Furthermore, the action of Λ∗H on both KV (M)
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andQV (M) descends to an action of Λ∗((H/V )/Tors). We shall be particularly interested

in Q(KV (M)) and K(QV (M)), which we simply denote by QKV (M) and KQV (M).
Likewise, for a module M of cohomological type, we write KV (M) for the kernel and

QV (M) for the quotient, and indicate the grading with a superscript. For the rest of this
section, we will implicitly use modules of homological type, but identical results hold for
modules of cohomological type.

Let M∗ denote the dual of M , i.e.,

M∗ = HomΛ(M,Λ).

The part of M∗ in grading r is simply HomZ(Mr,Z), and the action of elements of Λ
is induced from the action of Λ on M . If M is of homological type, then M∗ is of
cohomological type, and vice versa. The following lemma says that the functors QV and
KV are interchanged under taking duals:

Lemma 2.1. For any Λ–module M ,

(QV (M))∗ ∼= KV (M
∗) and (KV (M))∗ ∼= QV (M

∗).

Proof. By basic properties of the Hom and tensor product functors, we have:

(QV (M))∗ ∼= HomΛ(M ⊗Λ Λ/IV ,Λ)

∼= HomΛ(Λ/I
V ,HomΛ(M,Λ)))

∼= KV (M
∗)

and, since Λ/IV is finitely generated,

(KV (M))∗ ∼= HomΛ(HomΛ(Λ/I
V ,M),Λ)

∼= HomΛ(M,Λ/IV )

∼= HomΛ(M,Λ)⊗Λ Λ/IV

∼= QV (M
∗). �

Next, suppose that H = H1 ⊕ H2. Write Λ1 = Λ∗(H1) and Λ2 = Λ∗(H2), so that
Λ = Λ1 ⊗Z Λ2. If M1 and M2 are modules over Λ1 and Λ2, respectively, then M1 ⊗Z M2

is a module over Λ.

Lemma 2.2. For any modules M1 over Λ1 and M2 over Λ2, and subgroups V1 ⊂ H1 and
V2 ⊂ H2,

KV1⊕V2(M1 ⊗Z M2) ∼= KV1(M1)⊗Z KV2(M2)

and

QV1⊕V2(M1 ⊗Z M2) ∼= QV1(M1)⊗Z QV2(M2).
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Proof. Note that Λ/IV1⊕V2 ∼= (Λ1/I
V1)⊗Z (Λ2/I

V2). Therefore, we have:

KV1⊕V2(M1 ⊗Z M2) ∼= HomΛ(M1 ⊗Z M2,Λ/I
V1⊕V2)

∼= HomΛ1⊗ZΛ2
(M1 ⊗Z M2, (Λ1/I

V1)⊗Z (Λ2/I
V2))

∼= HomΛ1
(M1,Λ1/I

V1)⊗Z HomΛ2
(M2,Λ2/I

V2)

∼= KV1(M1)⊗Z KV2(M2)

and

QV1⊕V2(M1 ⊗Z M2) ∼= (M1 ⊗Z M2)⊗Λ (Λ/IV1⊕V2)

∼= (M1 ⊗Z M2)⊗Λ1⊗ZΛ2
((Λ1/I

V1)⊗Z (Λ2/I
V2))

∼= (M1 ⊗Λ1
Λ1/I

V1)⊗Z (M2 ⊗Λ2
Λ2/I

V2)

∼= QV1(M1)⊗Z QV2(M2). �

Next, let H∗ be the dual of H , which is isomorphic to H (non-canonically) since H
is finite dimensional, and let M st = Λ∗H∗ ⊗ Z[U,U−1], graded so that ΛiH∗ ⊗ Un is in
grading i− 2n. This is naturally a module over Λ⊗ Z[U ] of homological type, where, for
v ∈ Λ∗H and λ ∈ Λ∗H∗, we have

(v ⊗ Uk) · (λ⊗ U l) = iv(λ) ⊗ Uk+l

where iv denotes contraction by v. If rankH = n > 0, then Mi
∼= Z2n−1

for every i ∈ Z.
A subgroup V ⊂ H is called primitive if the quotientH/V is free abelian. The following

lemmas concerning M st are easy to verify:

Lemma 2.3. If v1, . . . , vk are elements of a basis for H, and x ∈ M st is a homogeneous
element of degree i such that (v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vk) · x = 0, then there exists an element x′ of
degree i+ k such that (v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vk) · x

′ = x.

Lemma 2.4. For any primitive subgroup V of a free abelian group H, we have

QKV (M st) ∼= KQV (M st) ∼= Z[U,U−1].

3. Correction terms for manifolds with standard HF
∞

Before defining the correction terms, we recall a few facts about the invariant HF∞.
We assume the reader is familiar with the definition of Heegaard Floer homology [23].

Let Y be a closed, oriented 3-manifold. We write HT
1 (Y ) for H1(Y ;Z)/Tors. Note

that HT
1 (Y ) and H1(Y ) are canonically dual to one another.

Definition 3.1. Let Y be a closed, oriented 3-manifold. We say that HF∞(Y ) is standard
if for each torsion spinc structure s on Y , we have

HF∞(Y, s) ∼= Λ∗H1(Y ;Z)⊗ Z[U,U−1] (3.1)

as a relatively graded Λ∗(HT
1 /Tors)⊗ Z[U ]–module.
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The motivation for this definition is that for any Y , there is a spectral sequence whose
E2 term is the right-hand side of (3.1) and which converges to HF∞(Y, s). If this spectral
sequence collapses at the E2 page, then the isomorphism (3.1) holds, at least on the level
of groups. Ozsváth and Szabó conjectured that the only possibly nontrivial differential
in the spectral sequence is d3 and gave a conjectural formula for this differential in terms
of the triple cup product form

H1(Y ;Z)⊗H1(Y ;Z)⊗H1(Y ;Z) → Z

given by

α⊗ β ⊗ γ 7→ 〈α ∪ β ∪ γ, [Y ]〉.

(See also [18].)
Lidman [16] recently proved that a certain variant of HF∞ (with coefficients in Z/2Z,

completed with respect to U) is completely determined by the triple cup product form
on Y . When this form vanishes, a modified version of his proof goes through for ordinary
HF∞:

Theorem 3.2. If Y is a closed oriented 3-manifold such that the triple cup product form
vanishes identically, then HF∞(Y ) is standard.

Proof. Let n = b1(Y ). According to [16, Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 3.1], we may
find nonzero integers m1, . . . ,mk such that Z = Y # L(m1, 1) # · · · # L(mk, 1) is pre-
sented by integer surgery on a framed link L = K1 ∪ · · · ∪ Kn ⊂ #nS1 × S2, where
each of the framed knots Ki is nulhomologous and has nonzero framing, and the pair-
wise linking numbers of L are all zero. Let Z0 = #nS1 × S2, and for i = 1, . . . , n, let
Zi = Z0(K1, . . . ,Ki) and let Wi be the two-handle cobordism from Zi−1 to Zi. We in-
ductively show that HF∞(Zi) is standard. The base case i = 0 is clear. For the induction
step, assume that HF∞(Zi−1) is standard. If Wi is negative-definite, then [21, Propo-
sition 9.4] says that for any spinc structure s on Wi whose restriction to both ends is
torsion, the induced map F∞

Wi,s
: HF∞(Zi−1, s|Zi−1

) → HF∞(Zi, s|Zi
) is an isomorphism

of Λ∗(H1/Tors) ⊗ Z[U ]–modules, implying that HF∞(Zi) is standard. If Wi is positive-
definite, then F∞

−Wi,s
: HF∞(−Zi−1, s|Zi−1

) → HF∞(−Zi, s|Zi
) is an isomorphism. An

oriented manifold M has standard HF∞ if and only if −M does, so HF∞(Zi) must be
standard in this case as well, concluding the induction. Thus, HF∞(Z) is standard, and
the connected sum formula [22, Theorem 6.2] then implies that HF∞(Y ) is standard as
well. �

Suppose HF∞(Y ) is standard. Roughly speaking, we would like to define a d invariant
for each tower in HF∞(Y, s) — i.e., the subspace λ ⊗ Z[U,U−1], where λ is a homoge-
neous element of Λ∗H1(Y ) — as the minimal grading of nonzero elements in the image
of that tower in HF+(Y, s). The most important of these invariants are the ones asso-
ciated to generators of the bottom and top exterior powers Λ0H1(Y ) and Λb1(Y )H1(Y ).
The problem with this approach is that the identification (3.1) is not canonical (to the
authors’ knowledge), so λ does not determine a subspace of HF∞(Y, s) in an invariant
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way. Instead, we may avoid the naturality issue by making use of the H1 action to define
invariants associated to every subspace ofH1(Y )/Tors. For technical reasons, we actually
need to define two rational numbers associated to each subspace, denoted d(Y, s, V ) and
d∗(Y, s, V ). The 4-dimensional applications that we describe below (Corollary 4.6 and
Corollary 4.8) only depend on knowing d(Y, s, V ) for each V , but we need to use both
collections of invariants to prove some of the key properties (Propositions 4.2, 4.3, and
4.5) used in establishing these facts.

The short exact sequence

0 → CF−(Y, s)
ι
−→ CF∞(Y, s)

π
−→ CF+(Y, s) → 0

gives rise to a long exact sequence

· · · → HF−(Y, s)
ι∗−→ HF∞(Y, s)

π∗−→ HF+(Y, s)
δ
−→ HF−(Y, s) → · · · .

We will denote this sequence by HF◦(Y, s). Let I−(Y, s) = coker δ = im ι∗, and let
I+(Y, s) = ker δ = imπ∗, so that we have a short exact sequence

0 → I−(Y, s)
ι∗−→ HF∞(Y, s)

π∗−→ I+(Y, s) → 0. (3.2)

Denote this short exact sequence by I◦(Y, s).
Since the functor KV is left-exact, we have an exact sequence

0 → KV (I−(Y, s))
KV (ι∗)
−−−−→ KV (HF∞(Y, s))

KV (π∗)
−−−−−→ KV (I+(Y, s)), (3.3)

and hence, setting J+(Y, s, V ) = im(KV (π∗)), a short exact sequence of modules over
Λ∗((HT

1 (Y )/V )/Tors),

0 → KV (I−(Y, s))
KV (ι∗)
−−−−→ KV (HF∞(Y, s))

KV (π∗)
−−−−−→ J+(Y, s, V ) → 0. (3.4)

Applying Q to this sequence, we define d(Y, s, V ) to be the minimal grading of any
nontorsion element1 in the image of

QKV (π∗) : QKV (HF∞(Y, s)) → Q(J+(Y, s, V )). (3.5)

Similarly, if we apply QV to I◦, we get an exact sequence

QV (I−(Y, s))
QV (ι∗)
−−−−−→ QV (HF∞(Y, s))

QV (π∗)
−−−−−→ QV (I+(Y, s)) → 0, (3.6)

and hence, setting J−(Y, s, V ) = im(QV (ι∗)), a short exact sequence

0 → J−(Y, s, V )
QV (ι∗)
−−−−−→ QV (HF∞(Y, s))

QV (π∗)
−−−−−→ QV (I+(Y, s, V )) → 0. (3.7)

We define d∗(Y, s, V ) to be the minimal grading of any nontorsion element in the image
of

KQV (π∗) : KQV (HF∞(Y, s)) → KQV (I+(Y, s)). (3.8)

1Here and throughout, “nontorsion” simply means nontorsion as an element of an abelian group,
without regard to the Λ∗ ⊗ Z[U ]–module structure.
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Finally, we define the bottom and top correction terms of (Y, s) to be

dbot(Y, s) = d(Y, s, HT
1 (Y )) = d∗(Y, s, {0})

and
dtop(Y, s) = d(Y, s, {0}) = d∗(Y, s, HT

1 (Y )).

The correction terms associated to subspaces of rank not equal to 0 or b1(Y ) are called
the intermediate correction terms.

We now prove some basic algebraic properties of the correction terms. To begin, the
following lemma implies that it suffices to consider the correction terms associated to
primitive subgroups of HT

1 (Y ).

Lemma 3.3. If V and V ′ are subgroups of HT
1 (Y ) of the same rank such that V ′ ⊂ V ,

then d(Y, s, V ) = d(Y, s, V ′) and d∗(Y, s, V ) = d∗(Y, s, V ′).

Proof. Since V/V ′ is torsion, there exists an n such that for any v ∈ V , nv ∈ V ′.

Since HF∞(Y, s) is torsion-free, KV (HF∞(Y, s)) = KV ′

(HF∞(Y, s)), while KV I+(Y, s)

is contained in KV ′

I+(Y, s).
Suppose that ξ ∈ KV (HF∞(Y, s)) is in grading d(Y, s, V ), and suppose that the class

of ξ in QKV (HF∞(Y, s)) maps to a nontorsion element of Q(J+(Y, s, V )). We claim that
no nonzero multiple of π∗(ξ) is in the image of the action of HT

1 (Y )/V ′. Specifically,
suppose that

π(mξ) =
k
∑

i=1

wi · ηi,

where w1, . . . , wk are elements of HT
1 (Y ) that are linearly independent in HT

1 (Y )/V ′,
hence in HT

1 (Y )/V , and η1, . . . , ηk ∈ J+(Y, s, V ′). Since nηi ∈ J+(Y, s, V ), we see
that π(mnξ) is in the image of the action of HT

1 (Y )/V on J+(Y, s, V ), a contradiction.
Thus, d(Y, s, V ′) ≤ d(Y, s, V ). A similar but shorter argument shows that we also get
d(Y, s, V ) ≤ d(Y, s, V ′).

The statement for d∗ is left to the reader as an exercise. �

Viewed another way, Lemma 3.3 says that d(Y, s, V ) is really an invariant of the sub-
space V ⊗Q ⊂ H1(Y ;Q), meaning that d(Y, s, ·) is really a function on the Grassmannian
of H1(Y ;Q).

Next, we consider nested subspaces of different ranks.

Proposition 3.4. If V and V ′ are subspaces of HT
1 (Y ) of ranks k and l respectively, and

V ′ ⊂ V , then
d(Y, s, V ) ≥ d(Y, s, V ′)− rank(V/V ′)

and
d∗(Y, s, V ) ≤ d∗(Y, s, V ′) + rank(V/V ′).

In particular,
dbot(Y, s) ≥ dtop(Y, s)− b1(Y ).

Moreover, in each of these inequalities, the two sides are congruent modulo 2Z.
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Proof. It suffices to prove the result when rankV = rankV ′ + 1; the general result then
follows by induction. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.3, we may assume that V/V ′ ∼= Z. Let
k = rankV ; we may find a basis v1, . . . , vk for V such that v1, . . . , vk−1 is a basis for V ′.

Let ξ ∈ KV
d (HF

∞(Y, s)), where d = d(Y, s, V ), such that π∗(ξ) represents a nontorsion
class in Q(J+(Y, s, V )). Then there exists an element η ∈ HF∞

d+k(Y, s) which satisfies

(v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vk) · η = ξ. Let ζ = (v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vk−1) · η; note that ζ ∈ KV ′

d+1(HF
∞(Y, s)).

We claim that π∗(ζ) ∈ KV ′

(I+(Y, s) represents a nontorsion class in Q(J+(Y, s, V ′)),
which will imply (by Lemma 2.4) that

d(Y, s, V ′) = gr(ζ) − 2j

for some nonnegative integer j, as required. Suppose, toward a contradiction, that

nπ∗(ζ) =
m
∑

i=1

wi · π∗(θi).

for some w1, . . . , wm ∈ HT
1 (Y ) r V ′ and some θ1, . . . , θm ∈ KV ′

d+2(HF
∞(Y, s)) (meaning

that π∗(θi) ∈ J+(Y, s, V ′)). Then
m
∑

i=1

wi · (−vk · π∗(θi)) = vk · nπ∗(ζ) = nπ∗(ξ).

Since −vk · π∗(θi) ∈ J+(Y, s, V ′), this contradicts the fact that π∗(ξ) represents a nontor-
sion class in Q(J+(Y, s, V )).

The proof for d∗ proceeds similarly; the statement also follows from Proposition 4.2,
below. �

Corollary 3.5. If dbot(Y, s) = dtop(Y, s)− b1(Y ), then for any subgroup V ⊂ HT
1 (Y ), we

have

d(Y, s, V ) = dtop(Y, s)− rank(V ).

and

d∗(Y, s, V ) = dbot(Y, s) + rank(V ).

(We say that the correction terms of (Y, s) are simple in this case.)

Proof. Apply Proposition 3.4 to the inclusions {0} ⊂ V and V ⊂ HT
1 (Y ). �

Just as in the rational homology sphere case, the correction terms may also be formu-
lated in terms of the map ι∗ : HF−(Y, s) → HF∞(Y, s). Let d−(Y, s, V ) be the maximal

grading of an element of QKV I−(Y, s) whose image in QKV HF∞(Y, s) is nontrivial, and
let d∗−(Y, s, V ) be the maximal grading of an element of KJ−(Y, s, V ) whose image in

KQV HF∞(Y, s) is nontorsion (see (3.7)). The exact sequences obtained by applying Q
to (3.4) and K to (3.7), together with Lemma 2.4, imply that d−(Y, s, V ) = d(Y, s, V )− 2
and d∗−(Y, s, V ) = d∗(Y, s, V )− 2. We shall make use of these reformulations below.

Before moving on to further properties of the correction terms, we consider two exam-
ples.
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Ua

Ub Uc

UdU2a

U2b U2c
...

HF−(S2; s0)

...
U−1b U−1c

U−1da

b c

dUa

Ub Uc

UdU2a

U2b U2c
...

HF∞(S2; s0)

...
U−1b U−1c

U−1da

b c

d

HF+(S2; s0) gr

2

1

0

−1

−2

−3

−4

−1

−1

−1

−1

−1

−1

ι∗ π∗

Figure 1. The short exact sequence HF◦(S2, s0). The red (vertical)
arrows indicate the action of α, while the blue (diagonal) arrows indicate
the action of β.

Example 3.6. For any n ≥ 0, consider the manifold Sn = #nS1 × S2, with its unique
torsion spinc structure s0. As shown by Ozsváth and Szabó, the group HF≤0(Sn, s0)
contained in HF∞(Sn, s0) has a canonical top-dimensional generator (up to sign), which

we denote by Θn, in grading n/2. It is well-known that Θn generates HF≤0(Sn, s0) as a
Λ∗H1(Sn) ⊗ Z[U ]–module, and it generates HF∞(Sn, s0) as a module over

Λ∗H1(Sn) ⊗ Z[U,U−1]. Then π∗(Θn) is a nontorsion class in QK{0}(I+(Sn, s0)), while
π∗(UΘn) = 0, meaning that dtop(Sn, s0) = n/2. Moreover, if ∆ is a generator of

ΛnH1(Sn), then π∗(∆Θn) is a nontorsion class in KQ{0}, so dbot(Sn, s0) = −n/2. Hence
the correction terms of (Sn, s0) are simple and are given by Corollary 3.5:

d(Sn, s0, V ) =
n

2
− rankV and d∗(Sn, s0, V ) = −

n

2
+ rankV. (3.9)

We illustrate the case where n = 2 in Figure 1. Let α, β denote a basis for H1(S2), and
set a = Θ2, b = α ·Θ2, c = β ·Θ2, and d = (α ∧ β) ·Θ2. Figure 1 depicts the short exact
sequence relating HF−(S2), HF

∞(S2), and HF+(S2). (Even though U is only invertible
on HF∞, we may label elements of HF+ using negative powers of U without confusion.)
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Uc

UdU2a

U2b U2c
...

HF−(Y ; s0)

...
U−1b U−1c

U−1da

b c

dUa

Ub Uc

UdU2a

U2b U2c
...

HF∞(Y ; s0)

...
U−1b U−1c

U−1da

b c

dUa

Ub

HF+(Y ; s0) gr

2

1

0

−1

−2

−3

−4

−1

−1

−1

−1

−1

ι∗ π∗

Figure 2. The short exact sequence HF◦(Y, s0), where Y is the con-
nected sum S1 × S2 # S3

0(K) and K is the right-handed trefoil.

Example 3.7. Let K ⊂ S3 denote the right-handed trefoil. The Heegaard Floer homol-
ogy of S3

0(K) in the torsion spinc structure s0 is computed in [21, Section 8.1]:

HF+
k (S

3
0(K), s0) =











Z if k ≡ 1/2 (mod 2) and k ≥ −3/2

Z if k ≡ −1/2 (mod 2) and k ≥ −1/2

0 otherwise

with the action of a generator of H1(S
3
0(K)) taking HF+

k (S
3
0 (K)) isomorphically to

HF+
k−1(S

3
0(K)) if k ≡ 1/2 (mod 2) and k ≥ 1/2. Since HF∞(S3

0(K)) → HF+(S3
0(K))

is surjective, it is easy to see that dbot(S
3
0(K)) = −1/2 and dtop(S

3
0(K)) = −3/2.

Now let Y = S1×S2#S3
0(K). The connected sum formula [22] implies that HF◦(Y, s0)

is shown in Figure 2, where α is a generator of H1(S
1 × S2) and β is a generator of

H1(S
3
0(K)). (That is, the generators of HF∞(Y, s0) are named just as in the previous

example, but now π∗(Ua) and π∗(Ub) are nontrivial.) We compute the d invariants of Y .

First, if H = HT
1 (Y ), then KH HF∞(Y, s0) = QKH HF∞(Y, s0) is generated by

{U id | i ∈ Z}; KH HF+(Y, s0) is generated by {U id | i ≤ −1} ∪ {Ub}; and J+(Y, s0, H)
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which is equal to Q(J+(Y, s0, H)) is generated by {U id | i ≤ −1}.2 Thus,

dbot(Y, s0) = d(Y, s0, H) = −1.

Similarly, QH HF∞(Y, s0) = KQH HF∞(Y, s0) is generated by the classes {U ia | i ∈ Z},

and QHI+(Y, s0) = KQHI+(Y, s0) is generated by the classes {U ia | i ≤ 1}, which means
that

dtop(Y, s0) = d∗(Y, s0, H) = −1

as well.
Next, suppose V is a primitive rank-1 subspace of H1(Y ), generated by pα+qβ for p, q

relatively prime. Then KV HF∞(Y, s0) is generated by {U id, U i(pb + qc) | i ∈ Z}, with

the action of a generator of H1(Y )/V taking U i(pb+ qc) to ±U id, so QKV HF∞(Y, s0) is
generated by the classes U i(pb+ qc) for all i ∈ Z. Likewise, J+(Y, s0, V ) is generated by
{U id, U i(pb+qc) | i ≤ 0}, together with pUb provided p 6= 0, and the action ofH1(Y )/V is
just like in KV HF∞(Y, s0). Thus, Q

V J+(Y, s0, V ) is generated by {U i(pb+qc) | i ≤ −1},
together with b provided that p 6= 0. It follows that

d(Y, s0, 〈pα+ qβ〉) =

{

0 p = 0

−2 p 6= 0.
(3.10)

The quotient QV (HF∞(Y, s0)) can be generated by the classes of the form U ia and
U i(rb+sc) for i ∈ Z, where (r, s) is any pair of integers satisfying ps−qr = 1. The classes

of the form U i(rb+sc) generate KQV (HF∞(Y, s0)). Likewise, Q
V (I+(Y, s0)) is generated

by the classes of the form U ia for i ≤ −1 and U i(rb + sc) for all i ≤ 0, along with a Z/p

factor generated by Ub. If p 6= 0, then the element of least grading in KQV (HF∞(Y, s0)

that maps to a nontorsion element of KQV (I+(Y, s0)) is rb+ sc; if p = 0, it is U(rb+ rc).
Thus, we have

d∗(Y, s0, 〈pα+ qβ〉) =

{

−2 p = 0

0 p 6= 0.
(3.11)

4. Properties of the correction terms

We now prove that the correction terms satisfy conjugation invariance, orientation
reversal, and connected sum formulas, and study the behavior of the correction terms
under negative definite cobordisms. Most of these results are analogous to the results
in [21, Sections 4 and 9].

Proposition 4.1 (Conjugation invariance). Let Y be a closed, oriented 3-manifold with
standard HF∞, let s be a torsion spinc structure on Y , and let s̄ denote the conjugate
spinc structure. For any subspace V ⊂ HT

1 (Y ), we have d(Y, s, V ) = d(Y, s̄, V ) and
d∗(Y, s, V ) = d∗(Y, s̄, V ).

2This example shows that the final map in the exact sequence (3.3) need not be surjective, necessitating
the definition of J+.
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Proof. This follows immediately from the conjugation invariance of Heegaard Floer ho-
mology. �

Proposition 4.2 (Orientation reversal). Let Y be a closed, oriented 3-manifold with
standard HF∞, and let s be a torsion spinc structure on Y . For any subspace V ⊂ HT

1 (Y ),
we have d(Y, s, V ) = −d∗(−Y, s, V ) and d∗(Y, s, V ) = −d∗(−Y, s, V ).

Proof. We adapt the proof of [21, Proposition 4.2]. By interchanging the roles of Y and
−Y , it suffices to prove the first statement. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.3, we may assume
that V is a primitive subspace. Let k = rankV and b = b1(Y ).

As in [21], we denote the Heegaard Floer cohomology groups of (−Y, s) by HF−(−Y, s),
HF∞(−Y, s), and HF+(−Y, s), indicating the absolute grading with a superscript. Note
that the action of HT

1 (Y ) on Heegaard Floer cohomology increases grading by 1. There
are duality isomorphisms D−, D∞, D+, which fit into a commutative diagram whose rows
are exact:

· · ·
δ

HF−
m(Y, s)

ι∗

D−∼=

HF∞
m (Y, s)

π∗

D∞∼=

HF+
m(Y, s)

δ

D+∼=

· · ·

· · ·
δ∗

HF−m−2
+ (−Y, s)

π∗

HF−m−2
∞ (−Y, s)

ι∗

HF−m−2
− (−Y, s)

δ∗

· · ·

Let I+(−Y, s) = coker δ∗ and I−(−Y, s) = ker δ∗, which fit into a short exact sequence

0 → I+(−Y, s)
π∗

−→ HF∞(−Y, s)
ι∗

−→ I−(−Y, s) → 0. (4.1)

Moreover, the duality isomorphisms commute with the H1 action. As a result, the iso-
morphisms D◦ descend to isomorphisms on kernels and quotients of the H1 action. Specif-
ically, if we let J−(−Y, s, V ) denote the image of the map

KV (ι∗) : KV (HF∞(−Y, s)) → KV (I−(−Y, s)),

we obtain, for any m ∈ Q, a commutative diagram

QKV
m(HF∞(Y, s))

QKV
m(π∗)

D∞∼=

Qm(J+(Y, s, V ))

D+∼=

QKV
−m−2(HF∞(−Y, s))

QKV
m(ι∗)

Q−m−2(J−(−Y, s, V )).

(4.2)

By Lemma 2.1, the nonsingular pairings

HF∞(−Y, s)⊗HF∞(−Y, s) → Z

and

HF−(−Y, s)⊗HF−(−Y, s) → Z

descend, via Lemma 2.1, to nonsingular pairings

QKV (HF∞(−Y, s))⊗KQV (HF∞(−Y, s)) → Z
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and

Ql(J−(−Y, s, V ))⊗Kl(J
−(−Y, s, V )) → Z.

Therefore, for any l ∈ Q, the map

QKV
l (ι

∗) : QKV
l (HF∞(−Y, s)) → Ql(J−(−Y, s, V )) (4.3)

contains nontorsion elements in its image if and only if the map

KQV
l (ι∗) : Kl(J

−(−Y, s, V )) → KQV
l (HF

∞(−Y, s)) (4.4)

does. As a result, we see (just as in the proof of [21, Proposition 4.2]) that

d(Y, s, V ) = −2− d∗−(−Y, s, V ) = −d∗(−Y, s, V ),

as required. �

Proposition 4.3 (Additivity). Let Y and Z be closed, oriented 3-manifolds with standard
HF∞, and let t and u be torsion spinc structures on Y and Z respectively. For any
subspaces V ⊂ HT

1 (Y ) and W ⊂ HT
1 (Z), we have

d(Y # Z, t# u, V ⊕W ) = d(Y, t, V ) + d(Z, u,W )

and

dtop(Y # Z, t# u) = dtop(Y, t) + dtop(Z, u).

Proof. By the connected sum formula for Heegaard Floer homology [22, Theorem 6.2],
there are graded isomorphisms making the diagram

H∗(CF
−(Y, s)⊗Z[U ] CF

−(Z, t))[2]
F

−

Y #Z

∼=

(ιY ⊗ιZ)∗

HF−(Y # Z, s# t)

ιY #Z
∗

H∗(CF
∞(Y, s)⊗Z[U,U−1] CF

∞(Z, t))[2]
F∞

Y #Z

∼=
HF∞(Y # Z)

(4.5)

commute.3 Combining this result with the algebraic Künneth theorem and the fact that
Y , Z, and Y # Z have standard HF∞, we have a commutative diagram

(HF−(Y, s)⊗Z[U ] HF
−(Z, t))[2]

F
−

Y #Z

ιY∗ ⊗ιZ∗

HF−(Y # Z, s# t)

ιY #Z
∗

(HF∞(Y, s)⊗Z[U ] HF
∞(Z, t))[2]

F∞
Y #Z

∼=
HF∞(Y # Z, s# t)

(4.6)

3The notation [2] means that the grading on each of the tensor products is shifted upward by 2. This

occurs because the Künneth formula for connected sums actually holds for HF≤0, which is isomorphic to
HF−[2].
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in which kerF−
Y #Z = 0 and cokerF−

Y #Z is a torsion Z[U ]–module. The images of the two

vertical maps are, by definition, (I−(Y, s) ⊗Z[U ] I
−(Z, t))[2] and I−(Y # Z, s# t), so we

obtain a commutative diagram

(I−(Y, s)⊗Z[U ] I
−(Z, t))[2]

F−

Y #Z

ιY∗ ⊗ιZ∗

I−(Y # Z, s# t)

ιY #Z
∗

(HF∞(Y, s)⊗Z[U ] HF
∞(Z, t))[2]

F∞
Y #Z

∼=
HF∞(Y # Z, s# t)

(4.7)

Note that the maps F−
Y #Z and ιY∗ ⊗ ιZ∗ in (4.7) need not be injective, but they have the

same kernel.
The groups in (4.6) and (4.7) are all modules over

Λ∗(HT
1 (Y # Z)) ∼= Λ∗(HT

1 (Y )⊕HT
1 (Z)),

and the maps are equivariant. By applying the composite functor QKV⊕W and using
Lemma 2.2, we obtain a commutative diagram





QKV (I−(Y, s))
⊗Z[U ]

QKW (I−(Z, t))



 [2]
QKV ⊕W (F−

Y #Z
)

QKV (ιY∗ )⊗QKW (ιZ∗ )

QKV ⊕W (I−(Y # Z, s# t))

QKV ⊕W (ιY #Z
∗ )





QKV (HF∞(Y, s))
⊗Z[U ]

QKW (HF∞(Z, t))



 [2]
QKV ⊕W (F∞

Y #Z)

∼=
QKV⊕W (HF∞(Y # Z, s# t)).

If QKV (ιY∗ ) is nonzero in grading l, and QKV (ιZ∗ ) is nonzero in grading m, then

QKV⊕W (ιY #Z
∗ ) must be nonzero in grading l+m+ 2. Therefore,

d−(Y # Z, s# t, V ⊕W ) ≥ d−(Y, s, V ) + d−(Z, t,W ) + 2,

so

d(Y # Z, s# t, V ⊕W ) ≥ d(Y, s, V ) + d(Z, t,W ).

A similar argument using KQV ⊕W in place of QKV⊕W shows that

d∗(Y # Z, s# t, V ⊕W ) ≥ d∗(Y, s, V ) + d∗(Z, t,W ).

Applying the same reasoning to −(Y # Z) = (−Y ) # (−W ), we see that

d(−(Y # Z), s# t, V ⊕W ) ≥ d(−Y, s, V ) + d(−Z, t,W )

and

d∗(−Y # Z, s# t, V ⊕W ) ≥ d∗(−Y, s, V ) + d∗(−Z, t,W ).

The desired result then follows from Proposition 4.2. �
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Just as with rational homology spheres, the key property of the generalized correction
terms is their behavior with respect to negative-definite cobordisms, given by a mild
generalization of the results of [21, Section 9]. To begin, note that ifX is a 4-manifold with
possibly disconnected boundary, and a ∈ H2(X) is in the image of i∗ : H2(∂X) → H2(X),
then a · b = 0 for any b ∈ H2(X). Thus, the intersection pairing on H2(X) descends to a
pairing on H2(X)/i∗(H2(∂X)).

Theorem 4.4. Let Y and Y ′ be closed, oriented 3-manifolds with standard HF∞, and
let W be an oriented cobordism from Y to Y ′ with the following properties:

(1) The maps H1(Y ;Q) → H1(W ;Q) and H1(Y
′;Q) → HT

1 (W ;Q) are both surjec-
tive.

(2) For any class a ∈ H2(W ) not in the image of H2(∂W ) → H2(W ), we have a2 < 0.

Let V and V ′ be the kernels of the maps HT
1 (Y ) → HT

1 (W ) and HT
1 (Y

′) → HT
1 (W ),

respectively. Let s be any spinc structure on W whose restrictions t = t|Y and t
′ = s|Y ′

are both torsion. Then the map

F∞
W,s : HF∞(Y, t) → HF∞(Y ′, t′)

factors as

HF∞(Y, t) ։ QV (HF∞(Y, t))
∼=
−→ KV ′

(HF∞(Y ′, t′)) →֒ HF∞(Y ′, t′).

Proof. This proceeds exactly like the proof of [21, Theorem 9.1]. �

As a consequence, we see that the correction terms are invariants of the rational ho-
mology cobordism class of Y :

Proposition 4.5. Let Y and Y ′ be closed, oriented 3-manifolds with standard HF∞,
and let W be a rational homology cobordism from Y to Y ′ (meaning that the inclusions
i : Y → W and i′ : Y ′ → W induce isomorphisms on rational homology). Let s be any
spinc structure on W whose restrictions t = t|Y and t

′ = s|Y ′ are both torsion. Then for
any subspaces V ⊂ HT

1 (Y ) and V ′ ⊂ HT
1 (Y

′) such that i∗(V ⊗Q) = i′∗(V
′ ⊗Q), we have

d(Y, t, V ) = d(Y ′, t′, V ′) and d∗(Y, t, V ) = d∗(Y ′, t′, V ′).

Proof. By Theorem 4.4, the map FW,s : HF∞(Y, t) → HF∞(Y ′, t′) is an isomorphism.
Moreover, the action of V on HF◦(Y, t) corresponds to the action of V ′ on HF◦(Y ′, t′).
As a result, we obtain commutative diagrams

QKV (HF∞(Y, t))
QKV (π)

QKV (F∞
W,sW

)∼=

Q(J+(Y, t, V ))

QKV (F+
W,sW

)

QKV ′

(HF∞(Y ′, t′))
QKV ′

(π)
Q(J+(Y ′, t′, V ′))

(4.8)
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and

KQV (HF∞(Y, t))
KQV (π)

KQV (F∞
W,sW

)∼=

KQV (I+(Y, t))

KQV (F+

W,sW
)

KQV ′

(HF∞(Y ′, t′))
KQV (π)

KQV ′

(I+(Y ′, t′, V ′)).

(4.9)

Note that c21(s) = χ(W ) = σ(W ) = 0, so each of the vertical maps shifts grading by 0.
An adaptation of the usual argument (compare [21, proof of Theorem 9.6]) then says that

d(Y, t, V ) ≤ d(Y ′, t′, V ′) and d∗(Y, t, V ) ≤ d∗(Y ′, t′, V ′).

We may apply the same argument to −W , viewed as a negative semidefinite cobordism
from −Y to −Y ′, to see that

d(−Y, t, V ) ≤ d(−Y ′, t′, V ′) and d∗(−Y, t, V ) ≤ d∗(−Y ′, t′, V ′).

Proposition 4.2 then yields the desired result. �

Corollary 4.6. Let Y be a closed, oriented 3-manifold with standard HF∞, and let X
be a 4-manifold bounded by Y with b1(X) = b1(Y ) and b2(X) = 0. Then for any spinc

structure t on Y that extends over X, the correction terms of (Y, t) are the same as those
of #b1(Y )S1 × S2; i.e., for each V ⊂ HT

1 (Y ), we have

d(Y, t, V ) =
b1(Y )

2
− rankV and d∗(Y, t, V ) = −

b1(Y )

2
+ rankV. (4.10)

Proof. Deleting a neighborhood of a bouquet of circles representing a basis for H1(X ;Q)
gives a rational homology cobordism between #b1(Y )S1×S2 and Y ; apply Proposition 4.5.

�

More generally, the intermediate d invariants of Y can provide more subtle information
about the intersection forms of negative-semidefinite 4-manifolds bounded by Y .

Theorem 4.7. Let Y be a closed, oriented 3-manifold with standard HF∞, equipped with
a torsion spinc structure t. Let X be a negative-semidefinite 4-manifold with ∂X = Y .
Let V0 ⊂ HT

1 (Y ) be the kernel of the map HT
1 (Y ) → HT

1 (W ) induced by inclusion. Then
for any spinc structure s on X whose restriction to Y is t, and any subspace V ⊂ HT

1 (Y )
that contains V0, we have

c21(s) + b−2 (X) ≤ 4d(Y, t, V )− 2b1(Y ) + 4 rankV, (4.11)

In particular, for V = HT
1 (Y ), we have

c21(s) + b−2 (X) ≤ 4dbot(Y, t) + 2b1(Y ). (4.12)

Proof. Let n be the rank of the map H1(Y ) → H1(X), so that rankV0 = b1(Y )− n. Let
Γ ⊂ X be a bouquet of n circles representing a basis for the image of HT

1 (Y ) → HT
1 (W ).

Let W be the 4-manifold obtained from X r nbd(Γ) by surgering out b1(X) − n circles
representing a basis for H1(X,Y ). Then W is a cobordism from Sn = #nS1 × S2 to Y
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satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4. The kernel of HT
1 (Y ) → HT

1 (W ) is V0. It is
not hard to verify that

χ(W ) = b1(Y )− n+ b−2 (X) and σ(W ) = −b−2 (X).

The spinc structure s induces a spinc structure on W , which we denote by sW , and
c21(sW ) = c21(s), and the restriction of sW to Sn is the unique torsion spinc structure s0.
Thus, the maps F ◦

W,sW
shift grading by

c21(s)− 2b1(Y ) + 2n+ b−2 (X)

4
.

By Theorem 4.4, the following diagram commutes:

HF∞(Sn, s0)
π

F∞
W,sW

∼=

HF+(Sn, s0)

F
+
W,sW

KV0 HF∞(Y, t)
KV0 (π)

KV0 HF+(Y, t)

(4.13)

The vertical maps respect the actions of Λ∗H1(Sn) and Λ∗((HT
1 (Y )/V0)/Tors), which

are isomorphic, on the top and bottom rows respectively. As a result, for any subspace
V ⊂ HT

1 (Y ) containing V0, if we let V be the subspace of HT
1 (Sn) corresponding to V

(which is isomorphic to V/V0), we obtain a commutative diagram

QKV HF∞(Sn, s0)
QKV (π)

F∞
W,sW

∼=

Q(J+(Sn, s0, V ))

F
+
W,sW

QKV HF∞(Y, t)
QKV (π)

Q(J+(Y, t, V )).

(4.14)

just as above, whence

d(Y, t, V ) ≥ d(Sn, s0, V ) +
c21(s)− 2b1(Y ) + 2n+ b−2 (X)

4
.

Example 3.6, combined with the fact that rank(V ) = k− rankV0 = k− b1(Y )+n, implies
that

d(Sn, s0, V ) =
n

2
− rank(V ) = −

n

2
− k + b1(Y ),

from which (4.11) follows. �

Theorem 4.7 is particularly useful whenH1(Y ) is torsion-free, in light of Elkies’ theorem
characterizing the Zn lattice [4].

Corollary 4.8. Let Y be a closed, oriented 3-manifold with standard HF∞ and with
H1(Y ) = Zn, and let t0 be the unique torsion spinc structure on Y . Suppose X is a
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negative-semidefinite 4-manifold bounded by Y , with H1(X) torsion-free, and let V be
ker(H1(Y ) → H1(X)). Then

d(Y, t0, V ) ≥
b1(Y )

2
− rank(V ).

Moreover, if

d(Y, t0, V ) =
b1(Y )

2
− rank(V ),

then the intersection form on H2(X)/H2(Y ) is diagonalizable.

Proof. Consider the long exact sequence in cohomology for the pair (X,Y ):

· · · → H1(Y )
δ
−→ H2(X,Y )

j∗

−→ H2(X)
i∗

−→ H2(Y ) → · · ·

As noted above, the intersection form on H2(X) ∼= H2(X,Y ) descends to a form on
H2(X)/i∗(H2(Y )) ∼= H2(X,Y )/δ(H1(Y )), which is a free abelian group since it injects
into H2(X). Moreover, the short exact sequence

0 → H2(X,Y )/δ(H1(Y ))
j∗

−→ H2(X)
i∗

−→ V → 0

splits since H2(Y ), hence V , is torsion-free. With respect to suitable bases, the map j∗

is given by a matrix for the intersection form on H2(X)/δ(H1(Y )); it follows that this
intersection form is unimodular, with rank equal to b−2 (X).

Characteristic vectors for the intersection form on H2(X)/δ(H1(Y )) are in one-to-one
correspondence with spinc structures on X that restrict to t0 on Y . By Elkies’ theorem [4]
(see also [21, Theorem 9.5]), we have

max{c21(s) | s ∈ Spinc(X), s|Y = t0} ≥ 0,

with equality holding if and only if the intersection form is diagonalizable. The corollary
then follows from Theorem 4.7. �

As an example, let X be a negative-semidefinite 4-manifold bounded by the manifold
Y = S1×S2#S3

0(K) from Example 3.7, whereK is the right-handed trefoil. Corollary 4.8
says that ker(H1(Y ) → HT

1 (X)) must be either all of H1(Y ) or the subgroup generated
by β; in either case, the intersection form on X must be diagonalizable.

5. An application to link concordance

As noted in the introduction, the d invariants for rational homology spheres have been
a useful tool in the study of knot concordance, and the goal of this section is to prove
analogous results for links using the generalized d invariants.

Let L = (L1, . . . , Ln) be a link in S3, and denote by Σ(L) the double cover of S3

branched along L. We say that L is (smoothly) slice if there exist n disjoint, smoothly
embedded disks in B4 with boundary L. Two links L,L′ are (smoothly) concordant if
there exist n disjoint, smoothly embedded annuli in S3×I with boundary L×{0}∪L′×{1}.
Thus, L is slice if and only if it is concordant to the unlink.
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Denote by Σ(L) the branched double cover of S3 branched over L. The nullity of L is
defined to be η(L) = 1 + b1(Σ(L)) [19]. It is known [12] that η(L) ≤ n and that η is a
concordance invariant; in particular, if L is a slice link, then η(L) = n. Indeed, we have
the following lemma:

Lemma 5.1 (Kauffman-Taylor [12, Theorem 2.6]). Suppose ∆ ⊂ B4 is a union of slice
disks for L ⊂ S3. Then the branched double cover of D4 branched over ∆, Σ(∆), is a
rational homology ♮n−1S1×B3, and the inclusion Σ(L) → Σ(∆) induces an isomorphism
on rational homology.

Thus, our goal is to use the tools of the previous section to obstruct Σ(L) from bounding
a rational homology ♮n−1S1 ×B3. To begin, we must show that HF∞(Σ(L)) is standard.
By Theorem 3.2, it suffices to verify the following lemma, which dates back to Fox [5].
(Since Fox’s paper is difficult to access, we provide the proof.)

Lemma 5.2. For any link L, the triple cup product on H1(Σ(L)) vanishes identically.

Proof. Fox [5] showed that for a d-fold cyclic branched covering space, a generator τ of
the group of covering transformations satisfies 1 + τ∗ + τ2∗ + · · · τd−1

∗ = 0 on H1; this is a
nice exercise using properties of the transfer sequence. In particular for 2-fold covers, τ∗
acts by −1. It follows that for any α, β, γ ∈ H1(Σ(L)), we have

〈α ∪ β ∪ γ, [Σ(L)]〉 = 〈α ∪ β ∪ γ, τ∗[Σ(L)]〉

= τ∗(〈α ∪ β ∪ γ), [Σ(L)]〉

= −〈α ∪ β ∪ γ, [Σ(L)]〉

and so the triple product must vanish. �

According to Turaev [26], the choice of an orientation o on L determines a canonical
spin structure so on Σ(L), so that an orientation gives rise to a parametrization of Spinc

structures on Σ(L) as sc = so+ c for c ∈ H2(Σ(L)). In particular, sc is torsion if and only
if c is torsion. By [3], for any oriented surface F ⊂ B4 (connected or not) with boundary
L, the spin structure so extends over Σ(F ), and therefore sc extends over W if and only if
c is in the image of j∗ : H2(Σ(F )) → H2(Σ(L)), or equivalently if PD(c) is in the kernel
of j∗ : H1(Σ(L)) → H1(Σ(F )). Thus, we must understand the torsion elements in this
kernel.

Lemma 5.3. Suppose that Y is the boundary of W , a rational homology ♮kS1×B3. Let A
denote the kernel of the map T1(Y ) → H1(W ), where T1(Y ) denotes the torsion subgroup
of H1(Y ). Then A is a metabolizer for the linking form

T1(Y )⊗ T1(Y ) → Q/Z;

in particular, we have |A|2 = |T1(Y )|.

Proof. The lemma is well-known [1, Lemma 4.3] in the case when Y is a rational homology
sphere and W is a rational homology ball (i.e., k = 0). In the general case, choose
embedded curves representing a basis for HT

1 (Y ), and add handles to W along those
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curves to get a rational homology ball, denoted W ′. Its boundary is Y ′, a rational
homology sphere. It is easy to check that T1(Y ) = T1(Y

′) and T1(W ) = T1(W
′) in such a

way that A is isomorphic to ker j′∗ : T1(Y
′) → H1(W

′). Moreover, the linking forms of Y
and Y ′ are isomorphic. By the (usual) result for k = 0, A is a metabolizer as claimed. �

Assembling these results, we obtain the main theorem of this section, which was well
known in the case of knots [11].

Theorem 5.4. Suppose L ⊂ S3 is a smoothly slice link with n components. Then there
is a subgroup A ⊂ T1(Σ(L)) that is a metabolizer for the linking form

λ : T1(Σ(L))⊗ T1(Σ(L)) → Q/Z

such that for any Spinc structure st = so+t with t ∈ A, we have dbot(Σ(L), st) = (1−n)/2
and dtop(Σ(L), st) = (n− 1)/2, and hence

d(Σ(L), s, V ) =
n− 1

2
− rank(V ) and d∗(Σ(L), s, V ) =

1− n

2
+ rank(V )

for any subspace V ⊂ HT
1 (Σ(L)).

Proof. Let ∆ be a union of slice disks for L. The metabolizer A is provided by Lemma 5.3.
For any t ∈ A, the Spinc structure so + t extends over Σ(∆), so the result follows by
Corollary 4.6. �

At present, all examples of links that we can show to be non-slice using Theorem 5.4
can be be shown to be non-slice by some other, perhaps simpler, method. There are many
links whose smooth concordance class is unknown (such as the topologically slice examples
of Cochran, Friedl, and Teichner [2]), but the calculation of the requisite d-invariants for
these examples seems challenging.
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